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portant assertions are what we can do now to promote change. Situated
within processes of reflection and revision, the first steps are simple:
Stop stereotyping. Recognize the humanity American Indians possess—
not as relics of the past. Educate yourselves and remove thoughtlessness with informed understanding of context. Come to terms with the
history of Native Americans’ displacement and death. Honor Native
Americans by respecting their sovereignty and supporting their selfdetermination. Create new images that overthrow existing misrepresentations. This book matters now more than ever.
American Indians are not your mascot.
Notes
1. Philip Deloria, Playing Indian (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1998).
2. Elizabeth Cook-Lynn, Anti-Indianism in Modern America (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2001).

Raymond I. Orr. Reservation Politics: Historical Trauma, Economic
Development, and Intratribal Conflict. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2017. xiii + 239 pp. Cloth, $34.95.
Baligh Ben Taleb, University of Nebraska–Lincoln

Social research on American Indian internal politics has often been labeled sensitive and uncomfortable, and it tends to deter scholarly work.
To Raymond I. Orr, from the University of Oklahoma, intratribal politics forms the core of decision-making processes inside and outside
American Indian communities or Indian Country and should not be
concealed from open debate. In Reservation Politics, he calls on social
scientists and scholars to appraise the origins of intratribal politics and
what informs their contemporary and future decisions. He explains that
these decisions or motivational behaviors are not random; instead, they
are informed by key variables, most notably, the tribes’ “worldview” (7).
Such worldview emerges from the tribes’ historical experience (ethnohistory) and the meanings derived from it. At its center, Orr points out,
are internal factions with three different worldviews or logics: (1) communal affect, which values community harmony and social cohesion
above individual material preferences; (2) self-interest, which elevates
individual material interests and profits higher than those of commu368
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nity harmony; and (3) melancholia, which places past traumatic events
at the core of contemporary and future politics of the tribe. Orr places
these three logics into contact with each other and “identif[ies] the link
between historical processes and intratribal politics” (57).
Using a wide range of interviews and major theories in social
sciences, Orr provides an ethnographic analysis of intratribal politics in
three federally recognized tribes: the Citizen Potawatomis in Oklahoma;
the Isleta Pueblos in New Mexico; and the Rosebud Sioux in South
Dakota. Orr selected these specific cases because of his access to their
tribal politics and the way they fit into his comparative methods and
theoretical preferences. In each of these cases, though he does not claim
to establish a particular theory, Orr hopes to capture a key segment of
and inference to American Indian community life (47). To this end,
he deploys a broad chronological organization to explain the origins
of each tribe’s worldview and its effects on contemporary reservation
politics and future decision-making processes.
The book is divided into six chapters. Chapter 1, the introduction,
grounds contemporary conflict in American Indian tribal politics within
a deep intellectual understanding of political theory, political economy,
historical exploitation, and social change. This includes Nietzschean
and Freudian frameworks, intergenerational trauma theory, and recent
discoveries in neuroscience. The author explains from a political perspective why exploring intratribal politics is critically important: “Why
[might] one community . . . accept an offer of redress or reconciliation,
another reject an offer, and another be completely un-inclined to barter
over an issue?” (9). Chapter 2 examines the politics around (un)writing
on intraethnic or intratribal politics in the past and how it fell under
the dynamics of “common secrets.” Building upon Freudian psychoanalytic theory of “recognized and unrecognized conscious knowledge” and
Sartrean juxtaposition of “thetic” (known) and “nonthetic” (unknown)
knowledge, Orr “suggests that conversations about tribal politics, which
have existed in a near black market, be more freely discussed” (36–38).
Chapter 3 explains two salient “causal mechanisms” that inform intratribal politics and motivational behaviors. The first centers on the
presence of wealth or economic growth inside tribal communities,
which leads to what Orr calls the rise of self-interest or a self-interested
worldview (49). The second mechanism delves into the tribes’ ethnohistory of trauma, loss, and violence, which leads to what he describes as
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the rise of melancholia or a melancholic worldview. Chapter 4 offers a
compelling example of two tribal factions inside the Citizen Potawatomi
Nation in Oklahoma: the Barrett-led Potawatomis, who represent a
“utilitarian” and “self-interested” worldview; and the Sacred Heart Citizen Potawatomis, who are more “communal” and “traditionalist.” Orr
reports that each faction uses different tactics—websites and media,
among others—to promote its worldview and vilify each other.
Chapter 5 explores the logic that brought behavioral unity and relative homogeneity to the Isleta Pueblos. Unlike other tribes, the absence
of significant sources of wealth in their land spared the Isleta Pueblos
traumatic events of removal and internal conflicts, explains the author.
Even the creation of a luxury resort in 2008 provides minuscule chances
for an intratribal discord. Orr argues that this is largely due to the presence of “rumor,” “fear,” and “game of espionage” inside the tribe’s competitive forces of integration and differentiation, which tend to repress
any feelings of tribal “acrimony” (121). On the other hand, chapter 6 examines the logic of trauma and the ways of survival inside the Rosebud
Sioux. Orr indicates that the tribal ethnohistory—spearheaded by the
Wounded Knee Massacre and the loss of the Black Hills—is not treated
as something in the past, where the mourning stopped at one point; instead, it has become engrained into their culture and lived experience
and has been converted into a tool of healing. On their refusal to accept more than $1.2 billion in reparations for the Black Hills (Paha Sapa
in Lakota), a tribe representative explained to the author that accepting
a settlement “would betray [their] ancestors” (173). Orr argues that the
Lakotas’ decision is engrained in a melancholic culture “to the point of
sacrificing oneself and hindering the lives of future generations” (194).
In showcasing the intricate dynamics and roles of melancholia, communal effect, or self-interest into the political actions of three federally
recognized tribes, Orr wants to explain essential questions about different grounds of motivations in intratribal political actions. Some readers
will find Orr’s take on intratribal politics compelling; others will find
the portability of his methodologies, theoretical framework, and levels
of analysis less compelling than it reads. More specifically, the author’s
application of Freudian psychoanalytic and Nietzschean moral philosophies to explain the Lakotas’ historical trauma and loss is often pushed
too far, is forced, and lacks historicity. The work also suffers from the
tendency to portray intratribal politics in, what I am sure is uninten370
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tional, a Manichaean allegory, black or white prism, lapsing the author’s
strong analysis into essentialist views. Most importantly, the lack of placing the tribes’ meanings of land in their own ontology and epistemology
converts their unhealed wounds and loss of land into a form of property
valued for material benefits. In spite of these shortcomings, Reservations
Politics remains a provocative text in a relatively small scholarship and
deserves careful attention.

Tim Alan Garrison and Greg O’Brien, eds. The Native South: New
Histories and Enduring Legacies. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2017. 306 pp. Paper, $60.00.
Jay N. Shelat, University of North Carolina, Greensboro

The Native South: New Histories and Enduring Legacies examines
the state of contemporary ethnohistorical research surrounding the
Indigenous peoples of the US Southeast. This collection, edited by Tim
Alan Garrison and Greg O’Brien, serves as a testament to two of the
field’s most important and prolific figures: Theda Perdue and Michael
Green. Written by Perdue’s and Green’s former students, these essays
focus on the Five Civilized Tribes of the Southeast and highlight, as
the subtitle suggests, legacy; obviously, not only are the scholars here
furthering Perdue’s and Green’s legacies, but the essays showcase
the legacy of Native Americans in the contemporary South. This is
accomplished effectively by following Perdue’s and Green’s pedagogical
philosophy. Placing “Indian people at the center of their history,” these
essays shed “new light on received notions about southern history and
the people from the South” (xv).
The Native South begins with an interview with Green and Perdue.
The two expound on their personal and academic backgrounds before
explicating in rich detail how ethnohistory has changed throughout
their careers. They demonstrate themselves to be leaders in the field, acknowledging that ethnohistory expanded the boundaries of history and
made it impossible “to be a colonial historian and ignore Indians” (18).
Perdue and Green conclude the interview by addressing a need to study
Indigenous peoples as slaves and slaveholders, as well as the allotment
era following Removal periods. The second chapter begins the collection’s chronological study of the Five Civilized Tribes. David A. Nichols’s
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